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cobain told melody maker, "this album is about the people we are in love with. ive got a problem with people who say if you have love
you dont need anything else. i think everything is a part of the whole. we are all pieces of a great big puzzle. i dont think people

should be keeping love to themselves. if you are in love with somebody, you share it. i think that is the most important thing that this
album is trying to get across. cobain had written the bulk of the material for in utero before he died, and in a 1993 interview with

rolling stone, grohl said that his playing on the record was a result of the fact that cobains death was still fresh. all of the music from
in utero was recorded at the very end of the sessions, with the majority of recording sessions taking place in 1993. the group were
asked to contribute a song for the soundtrack of the video game bully and, with a deadline looming, cobains widow courtney love
asked the band to record a track for the game, which the band accepted. the song would later make its live debut at the game's

launch party in november of 1994. the bands last performance of their run with the mtv unplugged series came at the end of that
year. the show, which took place in october of 1994, featured a number of tracks from in utero. among the highlights were the opener,
lithium, and the album closer, drain you. the five-song mini-album bleach was released in march of 1995, and featured a host of songs
from in utero. the album was the bands final release with the record label geffen before the label was sold to mca, and was distributed

through reprise records.
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in 1994, nirvana released a
greatest hits compilation, the

singles, volume one. it
featured five of the singles
released from the band s

first three albums, along with
several other tracks from the

bleach and nevermind
sessions. in 1996, they

released in utero: the final
sessions, an album of

leftover material from the
recording sessions, which

was hailed by fans as a final
farewell to cobain. when

cobain died, nirvana was one
of the biggest names in

music. in fact, nirvana used
the powerful rock ballad
nevermind to ask for a

single. after that album,
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nirvana was on a pop-rock
course that could have led to

great success. but it was
cobain and company who set

the template for the
alternative rock genre. with a
more straightforward sound,
nirvana went on to make an
enormously influential album

and cement the band as a
huge influence for a lot of
the alternative music that

followed. released in
september 1994, in utero
was a massive success,
yielding three singles,
including the massive

comeback radio hit lithium. it
eventually sold over 15

million copies, making it the
bands fourth best-selling

album in the united states. it
remains one of the best-

selling albums in the history
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of the music industry. a lot of
the attention surrounding the
album focused on the band

members personal lives.
from the record label and

distributors point of view, the
album went platinum, but

still no mtv play. nirvana was
even dropped by geffen

records, one of the biggest
record labels at the time.
when cobain was found

dead, the group was dropped
by columbia. it was only

thanks to the efforts of the
band and their record label

that the album was still
released and gave the band

a boost in sales. in utero
eventually went on to sell

over 20 million copies
worldwide. the strong sales

helped keep the band
together, and although it
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broke up in march of 1995,
the group would reunite in

october of the following year.
the 1993-1995 tours grossed

millions of dollars in ticket
sales and the band was back

on top. 5ec8ef588b
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